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Effective evaluation of air pollution control strategies requires 
the use of validated and reliable mathemtical models that can relate 
pollutant emissions to atmospheric air quality. The primary objective 
of this research program has been to develop a fundamental capability 
to assess the effectiveness of air pollution control measures in 
reducing photochemical air pollution. An important aspect of the 
development has been to simplify the preparation of input data and 
operational use of the resulting model. The system has been designed 
to be used by air pollution agencies with relatively little experience 
in atmospheric physics and chemistry. The assumptions commonly 
employed in model formulations have been evaluated to ensure a valid 
representation of the physical and chemical processes in the atmosphere. 
In the most recent phase of this research the comprehensive photo-
chemical airshed model has been evaluated against data available in 
the South Coast Air Basin of Southern California. This task was 
undertaken in collaboration with the California Air Resources Board, 
Air Quality Modeling Section. A statistical analysis package has been 
used to evaluate the correspondence of predicted and observed con-
centrations for the days on which the model was evaluated. An assess-
ment of the EPA ozone isopleth modeling technique has been initiated. 
One objective of the current work is to develop a general frame-
work for assessing quantitatively the accuracy and validity of 
physico-chemical air quality models. As desccribed above, a consistent 
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and general framework for evaluating the performance of models with 
respect to the degree to which their predictions match ambient pollutant 
concentration data has been accomplished. Also, a general technique 
for executing sensitivity/uncertainty analysis has been developed and 
employed to study the sensitivity and uncertainty of complex kinetic 
mechanisms for photochemical smog. The proposed future program is 
devoted to an expansion of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of 
photochemical air quality simulation models. The major elements of 
uncertainty in simulation of urban air pollution are associated with 
the cemical mechanisms, the source emission inventory and the treat~ 
ment of meteorology. It is proposed that additional studies involving 
uncertainty associated with chemical kinetic mechanisms be undertaken, 
particularly with simultaneous diffusion and source emissions. 
Although the model application has been site specific, there will 
be important research results applicable for other air pollution 
problems especially those involving reacting species. In fact, it is 
impossible to make practical progress in air pollution modeling without 
being site specific because it is necessary to learn how to cope with 
such real world problems as inadequate or inconsistent input data. 
Partial sponsorship by DOE and interactions with DOE personnel will 
assist in the dissemination and exchange of necessary modeling skills. 
An adequate ability to predict regional air quality consequences is, 
of course, an important part of assessing the environmental impact of 
various energy supply strategies. 
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